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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a novel multi-pose face hallucina-
tion method based on Neighbor Embedding for Facial Com-
ponents (NEFC) to magnify face images with various pos-
es and expressions. To represent the structure of a face, a
facial component decomposition is employed on each face
image. Then, a neighbor embedding reconstruction method
with locality-constraint is performed for each facial compo-
nent. For the video scenario, we utilize optical flow to locate
the position of each patch among the neighboring frames and
make use of the Intra and Inter Nonlocal Means method to
preserve consistency between neighboring frames. Experi-
mental results evaluate the effectiveness and adaptability of
our algorithm. It shows that our method achieves better per-
formance than the state-of-the-art methods, especially on the
face images with various poses and expressions.

Index Terms— Face hallucination, super resolution,
neighbor embedding, nonlocal means

1. INTRODUCTION

Face hallucination is a domain-specific super resolution (S-
R) problem, whose goal is to estimate a high resolution (HR)
face image from its low resolution (LR) counterpart. The gen-
eral super resolution methods do not operate effectively on the
face images due to the lack of employing structural priors of
faces. Thus, many researchers devoted to face hallucination in
recent years as it is so fundamental to many applications, such
as enhancement and recognition of face images from surveil-
lance videos. In order to generate high resolution images ef-
fectively and provide more facial details, numerous methods
have been proposed in the last decade.

In [1], Baker and Kanada proposed a probabilistic frame-
work to model the relationship between LR and HR image
patches. However, some artifacts can also be introduced as
the transformation does not consider the structure of face im-
ages in this domain-specific SR problem. To model the struc-
ture features of face images, Wang and Tang [2] proposed a
global face hallucination method using Principal Component
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Analysis (PCA). This method reconstructs HR images by the
PCA coefficients in the LR subspace. Because of the limi-
tation of linear subspace representations, this global method
requires that all the training and testing images are precise-
ly aligned at the fixed pose and expression. Otherwise, the
results usually contain ghosty effects.

To improve the result of global methods, some two-step
approaches [3, 4] were proposed to combine both global and
local methods. These methods first hallucinate a smooth glob-
al face image by global methods, such as PCA, and Non-
negative Matrix Factorization (NMF). Then they compensate
the residue by local patch-based methods, like a patch-based
Markov Random Field model in [3] and a sparse representa-
tion based method in [4]. However, these methods still have
the same problem as the global methods do because of the
holistic constraint model.

In order to avoid the drawbacks in global or two-step
methods, [5] adopted a patch-based local method by employ-
ing position prior. This method reconstructs HR face image
patches by linearly combining image patches at the same
position of each training image. Following this work, many
position-based methods are proposed. Jung et al. [6] im-
proved this method using convex optimization instead of the
least square estimation. In addition, Wang et al. [7] employed
the weighted adaptive sparse regularization. However, when
the faces are not precisely aligned, the reconstruction results
are often not very good as a result of the position prior.

Recently, an algorithm was introduced [8] to handle faces
with various poses and expressions by employing the most
similar facial components in the training set directly. This
method performs well when the training faces are highly sim-
ilar to the test face in terms of the pose and expression. Thus,
it needs not only a large training set but also the precise land-
mark localization. If no similar facial component is found
in the training set or the landmark localization has deviation,
there are significant distortions in the estimated HR images.

The critical problem in the above face hallucination meth-
ods is that they require training and testing face images are
well-aligned or highly similar. When the poses and expres-
sions of the testing images are different from training images,
their performance will decrease significantly.

In our work, we develop a multi-pose face hallucination
method regardless of variations of poses and expressions.



Fig. 1. An overview of the proposed method. (a) A LR input video sequence. (b) Facial components of each input frame are
generated by facial component decomposition. (c) HR frames are reconstructed by neighbor embedding method with locality-
constraint, then each frame is processed by Intra and Inter Nonlocal Means method. (The green blocks show the similar patches
corresponding to the patch in the red block). (d) The output HR video sequence.

First, we consider the structure of a face image in terms of
facial components. Then we propose a patch-based neigh-
bor embedding method with locality-constraint to reconstruct
each facial component respectively. Thus, there is no re-
quirement for our algorithm to align the images. Finally,
since our method is capable to handle face images with dif-
ferent poses and expressions, we also apply our method to
reconstructing face images in videos. In order to preserve
consistency between neighboring frames, we use optical flow
to link corresponding patches in the neighboring frames, then
develop an Intra and Inter Nonlocal Means method to refine
each reconstructed frame. Fig. 1 illustrates the framework of
our approach.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: we
explain our proposed Neighbor Embedding for Facial Com-
ponents (NEFC) method in Section 2, and show the experi-
mental results in Section 3. The conclusion is drawn in Sec-
tion 4.

2. NEIGHBOR EMBEDDING FOR FACIAL
COMPONENTS

In this section, we first introduce our NEFC method for the
multi-pose face hallucination, then illustrate the extended ver-
sion of our algorithm that applied in the video scenario.

2.1. Face Image Structure with Facial Components

To model the structure of face images, we divide a face image
into five different regions. Using a face detection and land-
mark localization method [9], each face is annotated by sev-
eral landmark points such that all the facial components are
recognized (Fig. 2). We use c ∈ {1 ∼ 5} to denote each fa-
cial component, including eyebrows, eyes, nose, mouth, and
the rest part. For all training images and testing images, we
extract these facial regions by this process at first. Then, each
region of the testing image is reconstructed by the following
neighbor embedding method with corresponding regions of
images in the training set.

Fig. 2. Extracting facial components of face images. (a) A
face image. (b) Detected landmark points (c) Facial compo-
nents of the face image.

The reasons why we deal with these facial regions sep-
arately are threefold. (i) Since we use [9] to extract facial
components and then utilized a patch-based reconstruction
method, it does not need to align each face image any more
like in [2–7]. (ii) The ambiguity between LR and HR im-
ages is a critical problem in the SR reconstruction. Different
HR image patches may correspond to the same LR patch. S-
ince the most appropriate similar patches should locate in the
same region of face images, our facial component decomposi-
tion can reduce these ambiguities significantly. (iii) The four
facial components contains the most important information
for a face image. Via reconstructing them specifically, our
method can improve the final reconstructed facial details.

2.2. Neighbor Embedding with Locality-Constraint
In this subsection, we explain how to reconstruct each facial
region of a testing image by a neighbor embedding method
with locality-constraint.

Let Xc = {xci}Ni=1 and Y c = {yci }Ni=1 be the LR and
HR patch dictionaries of facial component c, where N is the
training set size, xci and yci are the corresponding LR and HR
patch features. Given an input LR image Xt, we first divide
them into different facial regions according to Sec 2.1, then
separate them into patches.
Neighbor Embedding. Neighbor embedding approach-
es [10, 11] assume that small image patches in LR and HR



images form manifolds with similar local geometry. Under
this assumption, target HR patch can be reconstructed as a
weighted average of neighbors using the same weights in
the LR feature domain. Specifically, in our algorithm, we
formulate this problem as follows.

First, for each testing LR patch xct , we use nearest neigh-
bor searching (K-NN) to obtain the K neighbors Nx

t =
[xci1 , x

c
i2
, ..., xciK ] for xct in the training dataset Xc. Then, the

optimal reconstruction coefficients can be solved by:

min
α
‖xct −Nx

t α‖22 s.t.1Tα = 1. (1)

Locality-constraint. To improve the representation perfor-
mance in Eq. (1), some regularization terms are often used
to constrain the solution space, such as sparsity regularization
term (l1) and ridge regression term (l2). In [12–14], Locality-
constraint Linear Coding (LLC) is proved to have better per-
formance than sparsity in the least square problem. In our
method, we also incorporate the locality-constraint instead of
the sparsity-constraint in Eq. (1):

min
α
‖xct −Nx

t α‖22 + λ · ‖d� α‖22 s.t.1Tα = 1, (2)

where � denotes the element-wise multiplication, λ is a pa-
rameter used to balance the contribution of the reconstruction
error term and the regularization term, and d = [d1, ..., dK ]Tis
a K dimensional locality adaptor that gives different freedom
for each nearest patch proportional to its similarity to the in-
put LR patch xct . Specifically,

dj = exp

(
‖xct − xcij‖

2
2

σ

)
, (3)

where σ controls how diverse the nearest patches are.
Analytical solution. Following [13], the solution of Eq. (2)
can be derived analytically by:

α̂ = (C + λ · diag(d))\1, (4)

where C = (Nx
t − xci1T)(Nx

t − xci1T)T denotes the data co-
variance matrix. The final coefficient is obtained by rescaling
α̂:

α = α̂/1Tα̂. (5)

Finally, the output HR patch can be calculated by the same
coefficients α:

yct = Ny
t α, (6)

where Ny
t = [yci1 , y

c
i2
, ..., yciK ] is the neighborhood in the HR

space corresponding to Nx
t .

2.3. Consistency Constraint in Video Face Hallucination

When applying in the video scenario, we employ temporal
redundancies to preserve consistency between neighboring
frames.

First, for each patch xct in the current frame t, we use
Optical Flow [15] to find corresponding patches (xct−1, x

c
t+1)

in the previous and next frames. In our neighbor embedding
method, we need to search K nearest neighbors for xct in the
training set . In order to preserve consistency among consec-
utive frames, we develop the distance function dis(xct , x

c) to
a new intra and inter form in K-NN searching as follows:

dis′(xct , x
c) = η·dis(xct , xc)+dis(xct−1, xc)+dis(xct+1, x

c),
(7)

where dis(xct , x
c) is the Euclidean distance between two

patches, and η is used for adjusting the weight for current
frame t. According to Eq. (7), K new neighbors Nx′

t can be
obtained for xct .

Second, the nonlocal redundancies existing in natural im-
ages are very useful for image super resolution [11, 16]. We
further introduce the Intra and Inter Nonlocal Means into our
method. Besides searching for similar patches in the curren-
t image, we extend the searching range to the neighboring
frames.

We formulate this problem as follows. For each local
patch yt(i) in the current reconstructed frame yt, we search
for similar patches to it in the current and neighboring frames
{yk}. A patch ylk(i) in the frame k is selected as a similar
patch to yt(i) if satisfying ‖ylk(i)− yt(i)‖22 <= T , where T
is a preset threshold. After choosing the firstL closest patches
to yt(i), the nonlocal estimation can be solved by:

min
yt

∑
yt(i)∈yt

‖yt(i)−B(i)β(i)‖22, (8)

where B(i) = [y1k1(i), ..., y
L
kL

(i)] contains all similar patch-
es, and β(i) = [β1(i), ..., βL(i)] corresponds to the nonlocal
weights:

βl(i) = exp

(
−‖yt(i)− ylkl(i)‖

2
2

h

)
/Z(i), (9)

where h is the controlling factor of the weight, and Z(i) =∑L
l=1 exp(

−‖yt(i)−ylkl
(i)‖22

h ) is the normalization factor.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate our method with the criterions of
the reconstruction precision and the visual quality. We use
the CAS-PEAL-R1 database [17], which consists of human
faces with various poses and expressions, for image face hal-
lucination, and some standard video sequences for video face
hallucination. All images taken from CAS-PEAL-R1 are un-
der the same illumination condition. One set with 300 images
at upright frontal pose and another set with 300 images at d-
ifferent poses, such as 30, 45, 67 degrees, are utilized as two
training datasets. The test set also consists of two parts, in-
cluding 50 images at frontal pose and another 50 images at
profile poses. In our experiment, the scaling factor is 4, and
the number of neighbors K is set to 9. The parameters λ and
h are set to 0.15 and 65.



(a) Without FCD (b) With FCD (c) Without FCD (d) With FCD

Fig. 4. Effectiveness of the facial component decomposition
(FCD). (a)(c) Results of our method without FCD. (b)(d) Re-
sults of our method with FCD.
Table 1. Average PSNR(dB) results by 4× on two testing sets

Methods frontal pose various poses
Bicubic 31.62 30.17

NRSR [11] 33.08 31.37
EFH [2] 24.37 20.92
PFH [5] 27.95 22.10

SFH 1 [8] 26.91 -
Proposed 34.00 32.50

Effectiveness of Facial Component Decomposition. As ex-
plained in the Sec 2.1, we divide each image into five different
facial regions and reconstruct them respectively. Fig. 4 shows
the effectiveness of this facial component decomposition pro-
cess. It is clear that with the help of the facial component
decomposition, our method can generate better facial details,
such as the clear eyeball and lip in Fig. 4.
Objective Quality Comparison. We compare our halluci-
nation results on face images with different methods, includ-
ing Bicubic, a generic super resolution method [11] (NRSR),
the global face hallucination method [2] (EFH), the position
based method [5] (PFH), and the structured face hallucination
method [8] (SFH). We implement algorithms in EFH [2] and
PFH [5], while others are compared with the original authors’
codes.

Table. 1 shows the final results on the two different test-
ing sets, while some examples are shown in Fig. 3. One
set only contains frontal images, and another contains images
with various poses. Fig. 3 shows that NRSR generates more
blurred result than our proposed method, since it does not em-
ploy any structure information of face images. In addition,

(a) Bicubic (b) Proposed

Fig. 5. Results by 4× of 23th and 50th frames in the Foreman-
CIF sequence.

due to the limitation of holistic constraint or position-prior,
the results of EFH and PFH have some artifacts. SFH also has
some unnatural and distorted effects because of the failure of
finding highly similar component. As a result of our multi-
pose patch-based framework which needs no alignment, our
proposed method is illustrated to outperform the state-of-arts,
especially on the images with different poses.
Video Face Hallucination. We also test our method on some
video sequences which contain people faces. Fig. 5 is the
result of two frames in the Foreman sequence. It shows that
our method can handle various poses and expressions in the
video scenario. More results can be found at 2.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel multi-pose face hallucination approach
of Neighbor Embedding for Facial Components is proposed.
The structure of face images is represented by different fa-
cial components, then they are reconstructed respectively. S-
ince our method is capable of handling different poses and ex-
pressions, we also extend our algorithm to the video scenario
by employing some temporal redundancies. Experimental re-
sult shows that the proposed algorithm is more adaptive and
achieves better results than state-of-the-art algorithms.

1The original authors’ code does not support reconstructing face images
with poses of more than 30 degrees.

2http://www.icst.pku.edu.cn/course/icb/Projects/NEFC.html

(a) Bicubic (b) NRSR [11] (c) EFH [2] (d) PFH [5] (e) SFH [8] (f) Proposed (g) Ground Truth

Fig. 3. The visual results by 4× on the two face images with frontal and 30 degree poses. Our method generates clearer and
more natural facial details. The effect is better viewed in zoomed PDF.
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